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absence of any higher order statistical analysis.
The empirical studies used in the book are satisfactory; they are used effectively to substantiate a
point or call an issue into question. Still, Preston
could have been more innovative in the management of his data bases and more creative in the
presentation of his statistical evidence.
In sum, however, The Politics of Bureaucratic
Reform is a superb case study. The book should
very quickly find its way into the mainstream of
the literature on administrative reform.
LUTHER F. CARTER
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second type of forecast used in the book is based
on "perfect information." This means, for example, that second-quarter real disposable income
was used to forecast the 1980 election even though
this indicator was not announced until five days
after Carter was defeated (p. 119). These forecasts
almost always did better than even the last-day
public opinion polls. Thus, what Rosenstone calls
"perfect information forecasts" are not really
forecasts at all, except in the sense that it was
theoretically (although not practically) possible to
have perfect information. These "ex post
forecasts" are therefore useful in evaluating the
model but are useless for forecasting elections.
Because the models that perform better than the
public opinion polls are derived from information
available only after the election, the substantial
contribution of this book is to "capture the essential features of presidential contests" (p. 112)-to
explain rather than forecast presidential elections.
This is a minor difference in practice, but a major
difference in conceptualization.
Another point not mentioned in the book is
that the model does well even by ignoring most of
the factors journalists and politicians attribute to,
causing presidential election results; these include
Ferraro's finances, Ford's "Soviet domination of
Eastern Europe," Carter's "ethnic purity," and
Reagan's "Are you better off today." It is possible that a "campaign detail" variable that is omitted from the model is correlated with some of the
included variables, therefore biasing the results.
But although this is statistically possible, it is
theoretically unlikely. That Rosenstone does so
well in forecasting and explaining presidential
elections without these details is confirmation of
the suspicions of some (Kathleen A. Frankovic,
"The 1984 Election: The Irrelevance of the Campaign," PS, 1985, 18(1), 39-47) that the campaign
(or at least most of the rhetoric of which it is composed) is indeed irrelevant.
Considering that in 1980 20% of voters changed
their minds in the last few days of the campaign
and 10% decided whom to vote for on election
day (pp. 28-29), it would have been amazing if
Steven Rosenstone were half as successful in
forecasting or explaining presidential elections.
Well-designed, well-written, and well-executed,
Forecasting Presidential Elections is an important
contribution that should be read by all who are interested in understanding electoral results or
voting behavior.

Whetheror not the problemof ecological inferenceis everresolved,the analysisof voterdecisions and election outcomeswill each remainimportantsubjectsin the studyof Americanpolitics.
At this point, however, most researchis exclusivelyabout voters.
Through a careful analysis of state-levelaggregatepresidentialelectionreturnsfrom 1948to
1980,ForecastingPresidentialElectionsbeginsto
correct this imbalance. Most of this book is a
justificationfor and test of an econometricmodel
of presidentialelectionoutcomes. Includedas explanatoryvariablesare changesin real disposable
income, incumbency, secular political trends,
friendsand neighborseffects, "New Deal Social
Welfare"and "RacialLiberalism"scales,percent
catholic (1960 only), public opinion about the
president's mismanagementof war (1952 and
1968only) and about the partybest for prosperity
and for peace(1980only), partyfactionalism,and
candidateissue positions(measuredby surveying
"scholarsof Americanpoliticalpartiesand elections," p. 174). One can disagreewith choicesof
specific variables (particularlythe latter) and
with differentfunctionalforms, but it is unlikely
that these would markedlychange Rosenstone's
substantiveconclusions.Moreover,not only does
the book providean exemplarystatisticalanalysis,
but, as is rarelythe case in politicalscience,sufficient information is also reported so that the
reader can understandprecisely what analyses
wereconducted.
To evaluatethe model,two typesof forecastsare
generated. First are "pre-electionforecasts"basedonlyon informationavailablebeforeelection New York University
day. Althoughthese forecastsdo universallybetter than those of other political scientists, they
never surpass, and are therefore less' useful
forecaststhan, last-daypublicopinion polls. The
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